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NETHUB REAL-TIME LOGGING
There is such possibility using JAVAD GNSS NetHub software to configure the real-time file logging:
during the file recording it is caching on the hard drive, and after finishing the recording it can be saved to
desired folder.
To configure such mode follow the following instructions:

Configure Auto Save Task
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Task Templates window the template of the auto save task can be created.
Click Add New Template at the bottom of the Task Templates window.
Enter template’s name.
Specify the directory1 (Save to). Click the Browse button to select the desired folder. To the save
path can be added the following variables: year, date, GPS day, Receiver ID or receiver name
(Figure 1).
5. To convert the file(s) to RINEX enable the Convert to RINEX, to compress the file(s) to ZIP
archive, enable ZIP compress.

Figure 1. Task Template: Save

6. Click Save Template.

1. By default the path is the same which is specified in Hub Settings window.
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Auto Save Task Performing

Auto Save Task Performing
7. Click the Receiver Settings tab.
8. Select the desired task and click Save.

Figure 2. Receiver’s Settings tab
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NetHub Real-Time Logging
Turning on the AFRM mode

Turning on the AFRM mode
9. Open the Parameters tab, and then TriPad tab:

Figure 3. Parameters - > TriPad

10. Set the time logging period in seconds.
Example:

For the 1-hour file the File Rotation Period set to 3600.


11. Enable/disable the oldest files removal, etc.
12. When the Force File Rotation will be enabled the real-time logging starts.
Now the file right after it will be recorded on the receiver it will be saved on the PC’s folder.
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